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eBooklet Special | Your content and the publisher´s content in one special topic 
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The eBooklet consists of editorial and customized content. The thematic focus of the eBooklet is carried out according to the customer's 
wishes in coordination with the online editorial team. The implementation is carried out in observance of the journalistic freedom and 
editorial independence. The customer is represented by an exclusive wallpaper within the eBooklet. Advertising materials of other 
customers are excluded. "Presented by" + customer´s logo are placed in the header on the starting page of the eBooklet. Integration on 
multiple websites of the businessAD´s affine portfolio is possible. The content is released by the editors. Editorial teasers or buttons are 
guaranteed on every page request. Prominent placement in the visible area. Customized elements according to the specifications of the 
websites. Identificated as an advertising special. Selection of the websites is flexible, after consultation with the publisher: impulse.de, 
Der Handel , ikz.de , business-wissen.de , logistik-heute.de , business-on.de , lto.de 

Benefits: 

• Image-transfer and increased sympathy: In close proximity to the editorial content through the integration of customer-specific content on the 

website. Credibility and trust of the media brand are transferred to the customer and the corresponding product  

• Undivided attention: The customer enjoys exclusvie advertising rights 

• Minimizing wastage: The editorial eBooklet is tailored to a specific topic . Thus it adresses the target group which is desired and interested in the 

subject. 

• Increasing the advertising effectiveness: The customer content is able to be updated or replaced and thus achieve higher user loyalty during the 

runtime of the eBooklet. 

eBooklet Special | Your content and the publisher´s content in one special topic 
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Our Portfolio 
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Image-transfer and increased 
sympathy 
 
Undivided attention 

 
Minimizing wastage 
 
Increasing the advertising 
effectiveness 
 
Performance review and investment 
security 

Customer´s advertising media 

Customer´s content 

Editorial´s content 

If interested, we like to give you further information on:  

http://www.businessad.de/werbeformen/integrationen 

 

eBooklet Special | The intelligent combination of editorial and customized content 

• Consisting of editorial and 
customized content (in each case 
maximally three pages .  

• Thematic concentration on the 
customer´s wishes in consultation 
with the online editorial team. 

• Observance of journalistic freedom 
and editorial independence.  
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• The customer is represented by 
an exclusive wallpaper.  

• Supportive effect guaranteed by: 
Editorial- and advertising-
promotion as well as co-branded 
advertising materials . 

”presented by“ + customer`s logo 

http://www.businessad.de/werbeformen/integrationen
http://www.businessad.de/werbeformen/integrationen
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Leads the user to the integrated content 
(co-branded advertising media, editorial promotion within  
the newsletter, teaser with customer´s logo) 

eBooklet Special | Your content and the publisher´s content in one special topic 
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Presentation of the integrated content  
(editorial content & client content) 
 

Customer´s content 
(singned as advertisement):  

Teaser leads the user to the 
integrated content 

eBooklet Special | Contents 
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Button 
 
File size:  
max. width 300 px; max.  
40 kb 
 
Prominent placement in the visible 
part of the homepage 
 
Customer delivers advertising 
media for the Button (picture + 
advertising text) 
 
The user is guided to the eBooklet 
by clicking on the Button 
 
 

eBooklet Special | The homepage at the example of Der Handel 
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1. “presented by“ + customer´s logo 
 

2. Teaser for the publisher´s 
editorial content  
 

3. Teaser (incl. advertisement label) 
for the customized content 
 

4. Exclusive Wallpaper within the 
eBooklet 

 

 
 
 

4. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

eBooklet Special | The overview page at the example of Der Handel 
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„presented by“ + customer´s logo   
• The eBooklet is represented in the header on the home page   
• Customer delivers: customer logo in open eps-format 
 
Teaser for editorial content of the publisher 
• Articles are written by the publisher  
• The eBooklet´s thematical focus is determined according to the wishes of the customer in consultation with the online editing 
• The implementation is carried out in observance of the journalistic freedom and editorial independence 
 
Teaser (incl. advertisement label) for the customized content 
• The start-up image with text guide the user to the article of the customer  
• This start-up text is equipped with elements from the item on the overview page (brand name, header, leader) - - view "customized 

content“ 
 
Exclusive Wallpaper within the eBooklet 
• Co-branded advertising media - the client is represented by an exclusive Wallpaper within the eBooklet. Advertising materials from 

other customers are excluded  
• File size: max. 728 x 90 pixels and 120 x 60 pixels; max. 40 kb  
• Customer supplies advertising materials for the wallpaper (image + advertising text)  
• The user is guided to the URL of the customer by clicking on the wallpaper 

eBooklet Special | Components 
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1. “presented by“ + customer´s logo 
 

2. the customized content 
 

3. Exclusive Wallpaper within the 
eBooklet 

 

 
 
 

3. 

2. 

1. 
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Content delivery for the contents page 
The guidelines relate to one article with an appropriate teaser on the eBooklet´s overview page:  
Customer delivers: Texts in txt-format; frames in jpg- or gif-formats or videos.  
Maximally 2 texts of the customer and 2 texts of the publisher (additional delivery possible!) 
 
Header 
Max. 48 digits (automatically used for the teaser on the overview page of the eBooklet, can be single or double spaced)  
 
Leader 
Min. 96, max. 300 digits (automatically used for the teaser on the overview page of the eBooklet)  
 
Image 
File size variable; Format: jpg or gif (automatically used for the teaser on the overview page of the eBooklet)  
 
Scrolling text 
Min. 600, max. 3,000 digits (at 2 frames a minimum length of 1500 digits is assumed), subheadings max. 60 digits  
 
Links 
Have to be defined within the text and need a name of the link and the URL 
 

eBooklet Special | The customized content 
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Business Advertising GmbH 
Sales Office Hamburg 
Stresemannstraße 29 
22769 Hamburg 
 
 
Tel.: +49-40-386579-20 
Fax: +49-40-386579-19 

Business Advertising GmbH 
Headquarter 
Tersteegenstraße 30 
40474 Düsseldorf 
 
 
Tel.: +49-211-179347-50 
Fax: +49-211-179347-57 

E-Mail: werbung@businessad.de 
Website: www.businessad.de 

For further information. 


